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Questions

•
•
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Qu’est ce que l’analyse 3D du
mouvement du membre
supérieur?
Comment utiliser les mesures
réalisées?

Qu’est ce que l’analyse 3D du
mouvement du membre
supérieur?
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Reconstruction virtuelle du
mouvement
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A partir de
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Prise de mesure en analyse 3D
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Comment utiliser les
mesures réalisées?
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Informations directes
•

Trajectoire normale de la main pour la saisie d’objets

✓ rectiligne
✓ Vitesse en cloche
✓ Un seul marqueur sur la main
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Informations directes
Coordination des trajectoires
✓ 2 marqueurs

Cercles blancs : tronc libre!
Cercles noirs: tronc maintenu!

Adamovitch SV et al. Exp Br Res 2001!
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Prise de mesure en analyse 3D
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Informations indirectes: angles

• A partir d’un modèle
mécanique

✓

défini les marqueurs
par segment

✓

défini les articulations
entre segments

• Calcul des angles entre

chaque segment identifié
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Informations indirectes: angles
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Informations indirectes: angles
Comparaison des courbes angulaires
Contrôle

PC
Manoeuvre main tête
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Table 2 and Fig. 2, respectively.

s

mples were small and matched, the comparisons
ata of the TD and HCP children at 0%, 100% and
(RoM) (maximum–minimum value of rotations
tion) were carried out using a Wilcoxon's paired
s considered as signiﬁcant.

and plane of elevation (+13°, P = 0.03) during the hand to head task.
With regard to ST kinematics, between group differences were
mostly observed along the pro/retraction axis (Table 3). The ST joint
was signiﬁcantly more protracted at the starting position for the ﬂexion (+11°, P = 0.03) and horizontal adduction tasks (+16°, P = 0.02)
and at the end of the hand to head task (+12°, P = 0.03). There was
also a trend towards greater protraction at the starting position for
the other 3 tasks and at the end of 2 other tasks (Table 3). Qualitative
analysis of the ST joint mean kinematics revealed that mean protraction of the ST joint was greater in the HCP children than the TD children, whatever the movement and the degree of humeral elevation.
No signiﬁcant differences were found for ST tilt and medial/lateral rotation although the scapula tended to be more laterally rotated (+5°,
P = 0.05) at the start of the full ﬂexion and at the end of the hand to
shoulder task (+ 6°, P = 0.09). No limitations were found in terms

Informations indirectes: angles

H joint kinematics in the 3 planes of motion for the
tasks are provided in Figs. 3–5 and Supplementary
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Informations indirectes: angles
Comparaison des courbes angulaires
Contrôle

PC
Manoeuvre main tête
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Informations indirectes: angles
Comparaison des courbes angulaires

Contrôle

PC
Manoeuvre main tête
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S. Brochard et al. / Clinical Biomechanics 27 (2012) 652–660

Fig. 2. Description of the scapulo-thoracic (ST) (above) and gleno-humeral (GH) (below) joint rotations and matched Euler sequences and directions.

Fig. 5. Hand to head task. Mean (and standard deviation) kinematics of the thoraco humeral (TH), scapulo-thoracic (ST) and gleno-humeral (GH) joints for the TD (black line) and
HCP children (gray line).

Brochard et al 2012 Clin biomec
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of bone motion due to soft tissue artifacts (Leardini et al., 2005). However the ST kinematics previously demonstrated a good agreement
with palpation (Brochard et al., 2011) until 120° of humeral elevation
in ﬂexion and abduction and a good to excellent level of reliability in

Finally, although the current study focused on the kinematics of
the shoulder joints, during interpretation of the results it must be
kept in mind that the shoulder is a part of the whole chain from the
trunk to the hand (Robertson and Roby-Brami, 2011) (Domellof et

En proximal chez l’enfant PC / normal

•

Anomalies de la posture initiale
de la scapula (protraction,
rotation latérale)

•

Réduction de certaines
amplitudes maximum dans la
glénohumérale (ex:élévation max)
ou de la scapula (tilt)

•

Augmentation de l’utilisation de
certaines amplitudes ( plan
d’élévation de GH lors de
manoeuvre main tête)
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Fig. 5. Hand to head task. Mean (and standard deviation) kinematics of the thoraco humeral (TH), scapulo-thoracic (ST) and gleno-humeral (GH) joints for the TD (black line) and
Fig. 5. Hand to head task. Mean (and standard deviation) kinematics of the thoraco humeral (TH), scapulo-thoracic (ST) and gleno-humeral (
HCP children (gray line).

•
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of bone motion due to soft tissue artifacts (Leardini et al., 2005). However the ST kinematics previously demonstrated a good agreement
with palpation (Brochard et al., 2011) until 120° of humeral elevation
in ﬂexion and abduction and a good to excellent level of reliability in
TD and HCP children during full ﬂexion and abduction as well as other
tasks (Brochard et al., 2011; Jaspers et al., 2011a,b). Nevertheless,
AMC recordings above 120° of TH elevation have been shown to
over-estimate ST motion in adults (Karduna et al., 2001). Thus, although we did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant differences at the end of full
ﬂexion and abduction for ST and GH, the comparison above 120° for
these two tasks has to be considered cautiously. GH kinematics
could have also been affected by soft tissue artifacts on the humeral
markers. Another limitation of the study is that the small sample
and the high functional level of the HCP children included mean
that it may not be possible to generalize our results to the whole population of HCP children. In order to conﬁrm our results, further studies in a larger population of HCP children have to be carried out.

HCP children (gray line).
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5. Conclusions

5. Conclusions

Déphasage entre les articulations
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En conclusion
• Examen sensible au changement car détecte
de multiples aspects du mouvement

• Possibilité d’explorer toutes les

articulations des membres à condition
d’avoir validé les protocoles de mesure

• Informations précises mais dont la

reproductibilité reste de 5 à 10 degrés
(interprétations à pondérer)
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Merci de votre attention
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